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   Traffic Management Operations 
Division Response Information 

Some of the vital statistics we addressed April thru June 2018

1.   Installed 1,099 sign work orders

2.   Installed 22,958 feet of thermoplastic pavement striping

3.   Provided traffic control devices/support for the following events:
     a. Vibe District Crosswalk painting
     b. Earth Day celebration
     c. Sunrise Festival
     d. Patriotic festival
     e. Warrior Week
     f.    Monster Trucks on the Beach
     g.   2018 High School Graduations at the Convention Center
     h.   Boardwalk Art Show

4.   The Traffic Signal Shop performed:
     a.   109 - Overhead preventative maintenance checks
     b.   123 - Cabinet preventative maintenance checks
     c.    6,317 - Miss Utility locate tickets received
     d.   1,065 - Miss Utility tickets checked
     e.   786 - Miss Utility locate tickets marked
     f.    589 - Traffic signal work orders completed



CIP 3-610, Virginia Beach Police 
Department Video Camera System 

Improvements
Recently Traffic Operations assisted with the construction management and inspection 
services associated with Virginia Beach Police Department (VBPD) Video Camera 
System Improvements.  This project involved the installation of  25 new CCTV 
cameras, control cabinets and new fiber installation in the ocean front area of the city.  
The locations were at predetermined locations along the City’s boardwalk, Atlantic Ave, 
Pacific Ave and other key intersections within the oceanfront and surrounding areas.  
Since new fiber was being installed this allowed these new cameras to be connected into 
the citywide fiber optic network and a new incident command post was set up at VBPD 
Precinct 2 building.  From this command/control post the cameras can be moved and 
focused onto specific incidents as they occur so that resources can be better directed to 
the correct location.  

Camera shot fom 17th Street
Camera control cabinet



Speed Map
The BlueTOAD system provides a real‐time speed map that allows the user to see every
link and all the corresponding information, such as the travel‐time and average speed. In
addition, the BlueTOAD speed map allows the user to view the color indication based on
either the speed limit or historical average. These scenarios are ideal for monitoring
reoccurring congestion in real‐time for the roadway network.

BlueTOAD Technology

Spectra Unit



BlueTOAD Device Locations

Red dots are proposed locations



The speed map can depict performance
measured against the speed limit

If the index is set for “speed limit” and the BlueTOAD speed is 30 mph in the 
morning hours and the speed limit is 45 mph, the color designation will most likely 
be YELLOW based on the user defined threshold against the chosen index.



Or average from past performance

If the index is set for “average of last 12 weeks”, the color designation will be 
based on the average speed of the previous 12 weeks. If the average speed is 
reoccurring at 15 mph in the morning hours, then the color designation the 
map would be GREEN, not YELLOW.



When a link is selected on the speed map, you will see the real‐time 
information on the right side. This will include the Historical Speed 
of the index you selected (in this case, avg last 12 Tuesdays), along 
with a graph that shows the last 48 hours as well. If the index you 
select is “avg of last 12 weeks”, a 48 hour graph of that historical data 
will be included as well (shown on the right).

Selecting a segment will 
display the current and

historical speed and travel 
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